a murder mystery evening
Here’s an outline of a typical Smoke & Mirrors evening event. It’s based around a threecourse meal, but we’re more than happy to fit in with whatever suits you best. All timings
are flexible, and all sorts of variations on this basic structure are possible – lunchtime events,
full weekends, special themes, different locations, and indeed anything else you can think of.
7.30pm – guests assembled in venue of your choice; actors arrive in character and start mingling
7.40pm – brief MC speech sets the scene; all guests have programmes with background info & clues
throughout the event – scenes take place between the actors and the audience are invited to
eavesdrop; actors always in character and can be quizzed by guests at any time
8.00pm – starter served; more scenes follow
8.30pm – main course served; more scenes follow
9.00pm – pudding served; a murder occurs
9.30pm – audience interrogate suspects
9.45pm – audience try to work out “whodunnit”
10.00pm – perpetrator revealed; champagne prize for winner(s)
10.15pm – event concludes

what we guarantee
We set up Smoke & Mirrors with the simple aim of being the best murder mystery company
in the business, and we guarantee the following:
strong murder mystery storylines, with vivid characters, great set-pieces, and excellent comedy
full casts of outstanding actors – our events are not simply “facilitated”
events that are scripted & rehearsed – our actors are not making up the plot as they go
detailed advance information for guests, allowing you to play along as much as you wish
any special requests you have will be incorporated into the script, including fancy dress options
we’ll even create a brand new event, based on any suggestion you care to give us
total flexibility when it comes to timings, catering arrangements, etc.
high quality programmes and clues, with a very nice bottle of champagne for the winner(s)
the option of having professionally edited video highlights of your event
immaculate customer service, our simple aim being to give you exactly what you want

We do all this for very competitive rates; we work to a variety budgets; and no request is too
big or too small.
To discuss a booking, or for more information, please call us on 07775 797859 or email
info@hauntedmysteryweekend.co.uk
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